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Abstract 
 
An ever-increasing need exists for fine-scale biodiversity occurrence records for a broad 
variety of research applications in biodiversity and science more generally. Even though 
large-scale data aggregators like GBIF serve such data in large quantities, major gaps 
and biases still exist, both in taxonomic coverage and in spatial coverage. To address 
these gaps, in this dissertation, I explored social networking sites (SNS) as a rich 
potential source of additional biodiversity occurrence records. 
 
In my first chapter, I explored the idea of discovering, extracting, and organizing 
massive numbers of biodiversity occurrence records now available on SNSs. I 
presented a proof-of-concept with Flickr as the SNS and Snowy Owls (Bubo 
scandiacus) and Monarch Butterflies (Danaus plexippus) as target species. The 
methods presented in this chapter can easily be used for any other SNS, region, or 
species group. These approaches are broadly applicable to animal and plant groups 
that are photographed, and that can be identified from photographs with some degree of 
confidence (e.g., birds, butterflies, cetaceans, orchids, dragonflies, amphibians, and 
plants). SNS thus offer a rich new source of biodiversity data. 
 
To understand the strengths and weaknesses of biodiversity data, we need effective 
tools by which to explore and visualize these data. I developed a suite of such tools in 
an R package called bdvis, which is described in chapter two. The package allows 
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users to explore spatial, temporal, and taxonomic dimensions of biodiversity data sets to 
highlight gaps and identify strengths.     
 
In the third chapter, I explored Flickr further as a source of biodiversity data for the birds 
of the world, to assess the potential of augmenting the largest portal to biodiversity 
occurrence data, i.e., the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). GBIF provides 
access to ~190 x 106 bird records, compared to ~7 x 106 that I could discover from 
Flickr, out of which only ~1.3 x 106 were geotagged. However, the Flickr data showed 
the potential to add to knowledge about birds in terms of geographic, taxonomic, and 
temporal dimensions, as Flickr data tended to be complementary to the GBIF-derived 
information. 
 
Finally, I developed a case study to investigate the quantity of records existing, and the 
quality of identifications by users on Flickr. I developed a detailed case study of Indian 
swallowtail butterflies, and implemented a crowd-sourcing platform to recruit 
identification expertise and apply it to butterfly photographs from the SNS. Results were 
encouraging, with >93% correct identities for records of this family of butterflies from 
across India. 
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Introduction 
The availability of high-quality biodiversity information is vital to all aspects of 
biodiversity research, and in particular to efforts focused on biodiversity conservation 
and its sustainable use. Researchers are using biodiversity information for an 
increasingly wide range of studies in areas including biogeography, ecology, invasive 
species biology, and climate change; this information is also being applied in more 
applied studies related to food security, control of disease vectors, and marine 
productivity. One of the most important components of biodiversity information is what 
has been termed “primary biodiversity data”: records that document occurrences of 
particular species at particular points in time and space. Associated metadata may 
include who recorded the species, who identified the species or verified the 
identification, climatic parameters, microhabitat information, number of individuals, sex, 
size, etc. Although these records are compiled in different formats for different kinds of 
studies (e.g., for assessing threats to a particular species, one might need all records of 
the species from both historical and current periods), a common format, Darwin Core 
has been developed that communicates the essence of primary biodiversity records, 
allowing broad data integration and extensive re-use of data, such that single data 
records may see numerous and diverse applications. When such data records are cast 
in such universally accepted formats, published openly, and integrated with other such 
data streams, they have been called “Digitally Accessible Knowledge” or DAK. 
 
Sources of biodiversity occurrence records are diverse, but they may be grouped into 
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three broad classes: directed surveys, broad-scale surveys, and biological collections. 
Directed surveys focus on a particular organism or set of organisms (e.g., a species) 
across a particular area, at times involving specimen collections. Broad-scale surveys 
are more general assessments of a major taxon across a region, where observations 
are recorded by individuals ranging from trained scientists to interested citizens (e.g., 
Breeding Bird Surveys and Christmas Bird Counts in North America). Finally, biological 
collections are sets of specimens assembled to document the phenotypes and 
genotypes of biotas worldwide; biological collections are typically high-quality, but 
relatively low-volume sources of data on biological diversity.  
 
More and more biodiversity occurrence records are being made available through 
aggregators like the Global Biodiversity Information Facility or GBIF 
(http://www.gbif.org/), VertNet (http://www.vertnet.org/), and eBird (http://ebird.org/) at 
global scales; on regional scales, portals like speciesLink (http://splink.cria.org.br/), 
SABIF (http://www.sabif.ac.za/), BioCASE (biocase.org) and Indian Biodiversity Portal 
(indiabiodiversity.org), are actively serving biodiversity occurrence records. GBIF 
currently serves >5 x 108 records, and is growing rapidly with the help of data publishing 
institutions and networks. Major citizen science initiatives like eBird and iNaturalist have 
joined the venture and have fueled the growth of data served by GBIF massively.  
 
This study focuses on a novel source of photo-vouchered primary biodiversity data 
records: social networking sites (hereafter referred to as SNS). SNS like Flickr, Facebook, 
Google+, and Picasaweb provide large numbers of users with the capability to share 
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images and associated metadata with other users. Many users post high-quality 
photographs that include identifications and geographic references, thereby including the 
basic ingredients of primary biodiversity data records. SNS focused on photographs are 
generally geo-aware: that is the user has ability to specify the location of a picture taken 
via coordinates or by choosing a location on a map. Indeed, increasing numbers of 
devices used to take photographs have built-in GPS units that record the precise location 
at which the image was captured. For photos taken without this technology, Internet-
based mapping websites like Open Street Map and Google Earth offer improved graphical 
user interfaces and assist users in obtaining geographic coordinates easily and with 
greater precision. All of these components enable users to create primary biodiversity 
occurrence records out of photographs, and share them with others for viewing, 
appreciation, and comment. 
 
The focus of this research is to discover (search and collect), organize (store and assess 
for quality and quantity) primary biodiversity occurrence records from SNS. In the first 
chapter, I have provided a proof-of-concept, showing that useful data are out there on 
SNS, and can be searched and tabulated for further use. In the second chapter, I 
developed the means by which to explore these data in spatial, temporal, and taxonomic 
dimensions, to understand the gaps and strengths of biodiversity data sets. This platform 
was developed to allow users access to interesting visualization tools developed in R as 
part of the package bdvis. In the third chapter, I gathered data for birds of the world from 
Flickr (an example SNS), and compared the resulting information with GBIF-mediated 
data to assess the potential of SNS-derived information to augment and improve the GBIF 
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data. In the final chapter, I assessed taxonomic identification quality issues to validate the 
fitness for use of SNS-harvested data. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Discovering and Developing  
Primary Biodiversity Data  
from Social Networking Sites:  
A Novel Approach1   
                                               
1 Barve, V. 2014. Discovering and developing primary biodiversity data 
from social networking sites: A novel approach. Ecological Informatics 
24:194–199. 
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Abstract  
Detailed, authoritative Digital Accessible Knowledge (DAK) about biodiversity is crucial 
to any biodiversity informatics or conservation project. In most developing nations, 
significant DAK gaps exist both geographically and taxonomically. This paper explores a 
novel source of photo-vouchered biodiversity occurrence data, in the form of records 
associated with photos posted on social networking sites (SNSs). SNSs like Flickr, 
Facebook, and Picasaweb allow naturalists to share images and associated metadata 
with other users. I explore the idea of discovering and organizing massive numbers of 
biodiversity occurrence records now available on SNSs. I present a proof-of-concept 
with Flickr as the SNS and the Snowy Owl (Bubo scandiacus) and the Monarch Butterfly 
(Danaus plexippus) as target species, but methods presented here can easily be used 
for any other SNS, region, or species group, particularly in developing, mega-diverse 
countries where the need for biodiversity DAK is particularly acute. These approaches 
are broadly applicable to animal and plant groups that are photographed and that can 
be identified from photographs with some degree of confidence (e.g., birds, butterflies, 
cetaceans, orchids, dragonflies, amphibians, and plants), and thus offer a rich new 
source of biodiversity data. 
 
Keywords: social networking sites; biodiversity informatics; primary biodiversity records; 
data discovery; 
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Introduction 
The availability of high-quality biodiversity information is vital to all aspects of 
biodiversity science and in particular to efforts focused on its conservation and use. 
Researchers are using biodiversity information for an increasingly wide range of studies 
in areas including biogeography, ecology, invasive species biology, and climate change; 
this information is also being applied in studies related to food security, control of 
disease vectors, and marine productivity (Chavan, Sood, and Arino 2010). One of the 
most important components of biodiversity information is what has been termed 
“primary biodiversity data”: records that document species’ occurrences in time and 
space. More specifically, these observations place an identified organism in a particular 
context in which time, date, and location are recorded. Associated metadata may 
include who recorded the species, who identified the species or verified the 
identification, climatic parameters, microhabitat information, number of individuals, sex, 
size, etc. (Kelling 2008). Although these records are compiled in different formats for 
different kinds of studies (e.g. for assessing threats to a particular species, one might 
need all records of the species from both historical and current records), a common 
format has been developed that communicates the essence of primary biodiversity 
records, allowing for broad data integration (Darwin Core Task Group 2009). When 
such data records are cast in such universally accepted formats, published openly and 
integrated with other such data streams, they have been called “Digitally Accessible 
Knowledge” or DAK (Sousa-Baena, Garcia, and Peterson 2014). 
 
Sources of biodiversity occurrence records are diverse, but they may be grouped into 
three broad classes: directed surveys, broad-scale surveys, and biological collections. 
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Directed surveys focus on a particular organism or set of organisms (e.g., a species) 
across a particular area, at times involving specimen collections. Broad-scale surveys 
are more general assessments of a major taxon across a region, where observations 
are recorded by individuals ranging from trained scientists to interested citizens (e.g. 
Christmas Bird Counts in North America). Finally, biological collections are sets of 
specimens assembled to document the phenotypes and genotypes of the biotas 
worldwide; biological collections are typically high-quality, low-volume sources of data 
on biological diversity (Kelling 2008). 
 
This study focuses on a novel source of photo-vouchered primary biodiversity data 
records: social networking sites (hereafter, SNSs). SNSs like Flickr, Facebook, 
Google+, and Picasaweb provide large numbers of users with the capability to share 
images and associated metadata with other users. Many users post high-quality 
photographs that include identifications and geographic references, thereby constituting 
primary biodiversity data records. The focus of this research is to discover (search and 
collect), organize (store and assess for quality), and utilize (develop ways to make use 
of) primary biodiversity occurrence records from SNSs. Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic 
representation of the proposed scheme.  
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Historical Context 
Directed surveys have been carried out for centuries. These surveys require careful 
planning and are expensive to execute. As a consequence, such surveys are generally 
conducted on limited spatial and temporal scales. Over time, many such surveys 
generate a lot of data, but their diverse nature and foci can introduce heterogeneity in 
reporting formats, making it difficult to integrate data and use these data in a meaningful 
way. Such data are highly susceptible to loss, as they are often considered personal 
research materials, such that they require a great deal of care and maintenance (Kelling 
2008). Typical examples of this type of data collection might include Ph.D. dissertation 
projects or other efforts financed by small grants, which in most cases do not require 
data sharing or deposition of data in a central repository. 
 
Broad-scale surveys generally involve engaging large numbers of citizen scientists to 
collect data. Protocols are usually standardized, at least to some degree, but resulting 
datasets may show biases toward accessible sites near population centers. Data from 
such surveys tend to concentrate on the most charismatic and visible species (e.g., 
birds); this situation is changing as more projects are developed involving citizen 
scientists that focus on less showy creatures (Cohn 2008). In recent years, most of the 
data from such efforts are available in Internet-accessible databases (Silvertown 2009), 
although some glaring exceptions remain. 
 
Scientific collection of specimens has occurred across the globe over at least the last 
three centuries. An estimated 3 billion specimens exist in museums worldwide (Beaman 
and Conn 2003; Ariño 2010). Perhaps less than 40% of the information associated with 
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these specimens is accessible as DAK (Faith et al. 2013). In the coming years, we 
might expect to see almost 100% of collections data available via the Internet. However, 
across the world’s scientific collections, gaps and biases in taxonomic and geographic 
coverage are significant (Boakes et al. 2010; Yesson et al. 2007; Ballesteros-Mejia et al. 
2013; Sousa-Baena, Garcia, and Peterson 2014; Peterson, Ball, and Cohoon 2002). 
 
SNSs are web-based services allowing individuals to create personal profiles, articulate 
connections with other users, share digital materials with other users, and browse 
through other user’s profiles. Since 2003, SNSs have built a massive user base (Boyd 
and Ellison 2007), estimated at more than 1.5 x 109 users. SNSs allow users to share 
digital objects and tag content with information detailing attributes. Images are being 
uploaded on SNSs at a rate of billions of images per month, many showing elements of 
biodiversity. Indeed, some citizen science projects are now utilizing SNSs as a platform 
to upload occurrence records in the form of photographs for a broad spectrum of taxa 
(e.g., Encyclopedia of Life http://eol.org/, Arkive http://www.arkive.org/;(Kirkhope and 
Williams 2010).  
 
Need and Potential 
More than 435 million primary biodiversity data records are being made available 
through GBIF and other biodiversity data portals, but these records still provide an 
incomplete picture of the magnitude of global biodiversity (Yesson et al. 2007; 
Ballesteros-Mejia et al. 2013). To fill gaps in this knowledge, building scientific data 
repositories is a priority. These developments will focus on data available in museums 
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(Blagoderov et al. 2012) and through research, but new sources of such data should 
also be explored.  
 
Photographs are increasingly accepted as vouchers for primary biodiversity records if 
they are diagnostic and accompanied by high-quality metadata. An important recent call 
is to mobilize such data into DAK (Morris et al. 2013). Data generated by citizen 
scientists are increasingly appreciated as a key input into mainstream biodiversity data 
sources. GBIF already incorporates data sources like eBird and iNaturalist, and 
technologies like smart phones are contributing to this push with their ability to run 
applications that capture and contribute records, complete with geo-located 
photographs (Bacher 2012).  
 
SNSs have become an increasingly popular way for people to share all kinds of 
information. Naturalists have been especially inclined to use SNSs to share 
photographs of organisms with others in their communities. Indeed, numerous 
communities have been formed to share photographs and information about particular 
taxonomic groups or regions (Kumar et al. 1999). These communities generate 
appreciation for biodiversity, in addition to helping in confirmation of taxonomic 
identifications and building overall knowledge bases. Owing to the interactive and 
engaging nature of SNSs, large quantities of data are being generated on these sites. 
The most popular sites among naturalists include Flickr, Facebook, and Picasa / 
Google+.  
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Why Flickr 
Flickr was chosen as a target SNS for the initial study, allowing a proof-of-concept 
assessment. Flickr is a photo-sharing website that was launched in 2004; it is popular 
with photographers, thanks to its rich set of features and open architecture that allows 
development of applications using the site’s contents. Flickr presently serves (as of 
March 2013) 8 x 109 photos, growing at a rate of 3.5 x 106 photos daily (Jeffries 2013).  
 
Since late 2004, Flickr has supported Application Programmers Interfaces (APIs), 
having one of the most comprehensive and mature set of APIs in the industry. APIs are 
nothing but hooks provided by the web service that allow developers to build on the 
features provided by the service. Flickr encourages API-based applications, and it 
actively promotes their use. Of special interest to naturalists, Flickr supports features 
like geo-coding of photographs, the ability to tag photos with keywords, and even a 
machine-tagging feature, which can be used for storing taxonomic hierarchies within the 
system.  
 
Flickr searches are powerful, and users can explore data effectively using searches 
based on tags or free text. Several projects, like Encyclopedia of Life (http://eol.org/) 
and Arkive (http://www.arkive.org/), use Flickr to get user contents. Users may make 
photos available to those sites simply by posting them in particular Flickr communities 
or tagging them with particular tags suggested by these initiatives. 
 
The strength of Flickr lies in allowing users to assign different copyright licenses while 
uploading photographs. When users upload photos, they can choose from a range of 
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licenses, from strict copyright protection (viewable only) to liberal Creative Commons 
licenses, which permit other users to download and use the photos for profit or nonprofit 
purposes and with or without attribution. Flickr also provides fine-grained control over 
who can see photographs posted by the users, from friends and family only to any 
interested user. All of these features make Flickr an ideal candidate for exploration as a 
novel source of primary biodiversity records.  
 
Extraction of Data from Flickr 
Flickr provides an API  through which specific queries can be passed to the website and 
data returned to the software (Flickr Development Team 2014). These APIs are similar 
to manual searches that one might run on any website, but the data returned are 
machine-readable. These data can then be used either for display in human-readable 
formats (web page) or for storage in a database. One peculiarity of the Flickr API is that 
blank spaces in the search string (like the space between genus and species in 
scientific names) needed to be replaced with a plus sign (“+”); with spaces, the API calls 
produced unpredictable results. 
 
 
Typical APIs return data in data exchange formats like JavaScript Object Notation 
(JSON; http://www.json.org/) or eXtensible Markup Language (XML; 
http://www.w3.org/XML/), very similar to Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) popularly 
used for web pages. JSON and XML are plain text data formats used to share 
structured data that can be interpreted by machines. XML was used for this project. 
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Once XML data are received from Flickr, the data need to be parsed to extract relevant 
data in the form of a table. All essential elements are tabulated in relevant fields and 
stored. Metadata are added to the table to document query terms and date of download 
for later reference. 
 
R (R Development Core Team 2012) is a language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics. I used R in this project for its ability to use APIs and store 
resulting data in a simple and lightweight database for further analysis. The XML 
package (Temple Lang 2012) was used to parse the XML data received from the Flickr 
website, and the sqldf package (Grothendieck 2012) was used to store and retrieve 
data for analysis. 
 
 
Data gathering and organization 
The first step in data gathering is to define the focus and scope of the research. In short, 
what species are to be studied? An exhaustive list of scientific names, and common 
names if possible, must be compiled; typically, this list comprises a species group and a 
particular geographic area (e.g., birds of Togo). If no authority list exists a priori for that 
region, such a list needs to be procured or created from reliable sources and curated. 
This step may take the form of tabulating available species names from the data 
themselves (e.g., from existing biodiversity data), then reducing this list by combining 
variants and synonyms and checking for errors. 
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The next step is to include all synonyms for the species included in the list. Often, 
recent nomenclature changes are not reflected well in literature and data documenting 
biodiversity. Consequently, citizen-scientist recording and reporting of organisms on 
SNSs often produces lists in which one species has several different names. These 
synonyms must be enumerated and included among search terms, or valuable data will 
be lost. In R, a package called taxize (Chamberlain, Szoecs, and Boettiger 2012) has 
some useful functions for this exercise; it is important to list all synonyms and maintain 
their links to accepted names so that data for species can be pooled in later analyses. 
Common names in multiple languages must also be used in searching SNSs, as citizen 
naturalists often refer to the organisms they observe only by common names; this 
custom is understandable, because communication via SNSs is more casual and 
informal than it is formal and scientific. Websites like ITIS (http://www.itis.gov/) and EOL 
(http://eol.org/) have proven useful in this regard; one can develop scripts to extract 
common names from these websites. 
 
Depending on the project and number of species under study, quantities of data may 
grow rapidly, such that it is very important to manage data effectively. For smaller 
numbers of species, data can be managed in simple comma separated value (CSV) text 
files. As projects grow larger, however, storing and managing data in flat file formats 
may prove difficult. For moderate-sized projects, platform independence and 
manageability can be achieved with a simple database like sqlite, which is very simple 
to use and lightweight, does not require installation of software, and can be handled 
using R-based tools like the sqldf package.   
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Case Studies and results 
The Monarch Butterfly (Danaus plexippus) 
A well-known species, Danaus plexippus, was selected as a first test to see how much 
data are available on SNSs. The Monarch Butterfly is a flagship species in North 
America owing to its size and coloration, and particularly its spectacular long-distance 
migration. The migration phenomenon has long been a very interesting phenomenon for 
citizen scientists to track (Monarch Watch 2014; Prysby and Oberhauser 2004; Howard 
and Davis 2004). I queried Flickr using the scientific name, and it returned 16,474 
records of which 4,799 were geo-tagged. When queried with the common name 
“Monarch Butterfly,” I acquired 46,684 records, of which 5,318 were geo-tagged.  
 
 
Mapping these records (figure 2) shows the expected concentrations of Monarch 
Butterflies across their distributional area in North America and introduced distribution 
areas in Australia. Records geo-tagged in Asia are either photographs misidentified as 
Monarchs or just use Monarch Butterfly as points of comparison for the similar species. 
The common name African Monarch is used for the species Danaus chrysippus, so the 
search sometimes returns photographs of African Monarch butterflies. 
  
The Snowy Owl (Bubo scandiacus)  
In light of a recent population irruption that placed many individuals of this spectacular 
Arctic bird much farther south than usual, I queried Flickr on the scientific name (Bubo 
scandiacus), Flickr returned 5,701 records of which 1,488 were geo-tagged. When 
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queried with the common name “Snowy Owl,” I acquired 51,598 records of which only 
1,743 were geo-tagged. Alternative scientific names yielded some more records:, “Bubo 
scandiaca” 116 (22 geo-tagged), “Nyctea scandiaca” 2,007 records (516 geo-tagged) 
and “Nyctea nyctea” 234 records (55 geo-tagged).  
 
 
Mapping these records (figure 3) shows the expected Holarctic distribution of records. 
Upon inspection of metadata of the few records geo-tagged in Asia and Africa, many 
were found to be from zoo or special exhibitions..  
 
 
Discussion 
Both of the examples highlight not only the richness of data available, but also the need 
to use common names in queries on Flickr and other SNSs to compliment scientific 
names. Indeed, searches yielded many more records using common names than with 
scientific names: 2.8 times more for Monarch Butterflies, and 6.4 times more for Snowy 
Owls. The large numbers of records for Snowy Owls under misspellings of scientific 
names and synonyms reflect recent taxonomic changes, highlighting the need to use 
these alternative terms in queries.  
 
About 16% of the butterfly records and 6% of the bird records downloaded in queries 
had associated geo-tags, making it quick and easy to map the records. These tags offer 
immediate opportunities for quality control of records (Chapman 2005), and they also 
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lend themselves readily to incorporation in many analyses (Peterson et al. 2011). As 
with other biodiversity records, additional records could be geo-tagged (geo-referenced) 
post hoc, following detailed protocols now available (Guo, Liu, and Wieczorek 2008). 
 
Scientists frequently note that confidence in results of biodiversity studies would be 
enhanced by greater access to much larger quantities of Digitally Accessible Knowledge 
(DAK) regarding elements of biodiversity. In today’s world, if the data are not digital and 
not freely accessible (open access via the Internet), they are very hard to use. DAK is 
crucial in biodiversity studies in light of the large numbers of species and records used 
in many applications of analysis and modeling. Biodiversity DAK is especially critical for 
efforts towards conservation in mega-diverse developing countries (Soberón and 
Peterson 2009) 
 
To address the issue of biodiversity DAK, several major initiatives have dedicated major 
efforts to enabling and making accessible large amounts of data. The Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) has been working with biodiversity scientists 
worldwide to publish their data; GBIF has also incorporated large amounts of data 
based on observations from projects like eBird. GBIF is now also working with 
communities, such as amateur divers, to share the biodiversity data that they capture 
through the GBIF data portal (GBIF 2013). With proper discovery and documentation of 
biodiversity data on Social Networking Sites, all of these efforts can be extended, 
thereby augmenting the biodiversity DAK currently available.  
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Questions still remain concerning how many of the SNS-derived records will pass data 
quality and fitness-for-use tests (Chapman 2005). Assessment of the accuracy of 
taxonomic identifications provided by the citizen scientists is critical, as is determination 
of the accuracy levels of the geo-tagging. Further work will be needed as well to assess 
the degree to which this data source is useful regarding less-well-known elements of 
biodiversity beyond birds and butterflies. Finally, it will be very useful to explore more 
SNSs beyond Flickr, which might have promise for additional regions and taxonomic 
groups. 
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Figure 1: Proposed scheme of discovery, organization and use of biodiversity 
occurrence records held in SNS data repositories
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Figure 2: Map of geo-tagged records of Monarch Butterfly (Danaus plexippus) obtained 
via automated queries on Flickr
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Figure 3: Map of geo-tagged records of Snowy Owl (Bubo scandiacus) obtained via 
automated queries on Flickr 
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Abstract 
Biodiversity studies are relying increasingly on primary biodiversity records (PBRs) for modeling 
and analysis, which are compiled by the researchers themselves, or obtained from data 
aggregators such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility. Because biodiversity data are 
frequently ‘found’—i.e., not collected by the researcher for that particular study—researchers 
need to be aware of strengths and weaknesses of their data before they venture into further 
analysis. R is becoming a lingua franca of data exploration and analysis. We describe here an R 
package “bdvis” that facilitates efforts to understand the gaps and strengths of PBR data with 
quick and interesting visualization functions. 
 
Introduction 
Biodiversity studies are critical, because of the perceived risk of mass extinction due to rapid 
environmental changes in recent years. Most of these studies rely on primary biodiversity 
records (PBR) (Andrew et al. 2012, de la Torre et al. 2012, Ramírez-Bastida et al. 2008), which 
are simply records of species’ occurrence in certain places at certain times. PBR are relevant to 
almost every aspect of human endeavor, from basic needs like food and shelter to science and 
politics (Chapman and Speers 2005). Publications citing data served by the Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (GBIF), which is a rich source of PBR, cover diverse areas like invasive 
alien species, climate change effects, conservation, human health, agriculture, etc. (GBIF 
2015), which illustrates their broad relevance. 
 
Informatics tools are seeing increased use in biodiversity science for improved management, 
presentation, discovery, exploration, and analysis (Soberón and Peterson 2004), challenges 
that are collectively referred to as biodiversity informatics. It is a relatively young, but rapidly 
growing, field. Visualizing data is a powerful technique by which to identify quickly the gaps and 
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strengths of the data in terms of geo-spatial, temporal, and taxonomic scales (Otegui et al. 
2013). These assessments help data holders either to invest in improvement of the data or use 
the data with a better understanding of the gaps (Otegui and Ariño 2012).   
 
More and more PBRs are being made available through aggregators like GBIF, VertNet, eBird 
at a global scale; on regional scales portals like BioCASE (biocase.org) and Indian Biodiversity 
Portal (indiabiodiversity.org) are actively serving PBR. GBIF currently serves >5 x 108 PBRs, 
and is growing rapidly with the help of data publishing institutions and participating networks. 
Major citizen science initiatives like eBird (ebird.org) and iNaturalist (inaturalist.org) have joined 
the venture, and have fueled the growth of data served by GBIF in recent years.  
 
R, the language and environment for statistical computing and graphics (The R Development 
Core Team 2012) is rapidly becoming the preferred tool for all kinds of data analysis. The 
package ecosystem supported by R is very effective in making reusable functions available to 
users. R has numerous packages (CRAN repository has more than 6000) for a wide multitude 
of tasks, several of which are useful for various biodiversity informatics-related tasks. This paper 
presents and explains the functionality of package bdvis with illustrations from a few sample 
datasets. 
 
Obtaining biodiversity data in R 
Several packages are available that allow users to access, manage, and visualize biodiversity 
data. The package rvertnet allows users to download PBRs for vertebrates. Similarly, the 
package rgbif allows user to download data from the GBIF data portal. Data portals such as 
VertNet and GBIF have their own gateways to download data, but packages like rgbif and 
rvertnet allow users to automate data download for multiple species, or download data under 
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advanced criteria. The package spocc allows users to access data from multiple sources. 
Table 1 lists some of the functions available to access PBRs from various sources in R.  
 
Datasets  
Datasets selected for demonstrating the features of bdvis are summarized in Table 2. Our 
attempt was to select diverse datasets with different spatial and taxonomic coverage. The first 
dataset iNaturalist derived “research grade records” from GBIF, which are global in nature with 
broad taxonomic coverage, in the sense that iNaturalist includes data on all organisms that can 
be photographed and identified using photographs. The second dataset, India, consists of data 
served by GBIF for a specific country, India. Here again, the taxonomic coverage is all 
organisms, but spatial coverage is only India. The third dataset, the genus Icterus, is for a 
specific genus of birds, corresponding to the New World orioles. The dataset is taxonomically 
restricted to a single genus, and spatially to the Americas. 
 
Data were downloaded from the GBIF website using the data portal directly for the iNaturalist 
and India datasets. For the Icterus data set, data were downloaded using the function 
occ_search in the rgbif (Chamberlain et al. 2014a) package. Since this data set is fairly 
large (almost 1,000,000 records), it took several hours to download the data using R. 
 
Visualization functions 
Table 3 lists functions currently available in bdvis. The package’s functions may be classified 
broadly as follows: (1) Helper functions to convert data to the correct format to be used in 
bdvis, and enriching an initial dataset with additional data like higher taxonomy and grid 
identifiers; (2) geographic visualizations; (3) temporal visualizations; (4) taxonomic 
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visualizations; and (5) assorted other graphs and charts. Many of these functions are available 
for the first time in R, and the seamless interface to access them from within a single R package 
makes them still more accessible and useful. Once the data are in appropriate formats, all of the 
package’s functions work as single line commands in R.   
 
Using bdvis 
The data need to be in a format that the package understands for it to function. A couple of 
functions that help to achieve this are fixstr and format_bdvis. Function fixstr helps 
change required field names like scientific name, date collected, latitude, and longitude so that 
visualization functions work seamlessly. The function format_bdvis does the same task 
automatically for frequently-used data formats like the GBIF website download, rgbif 
package and the iNaturalist data with rinat package (Barve and Hart 2014).  
 
Once field names are standardized, a next step is to calculate grid cell numbers as per the GBIF 
geographic scheme, as well as centi-grid cell numbers that function in parallel to provide finer 
spectral resolution. These data are used by functions like mapgrid to calculate statistics and 
plot maps. The function for this step is getcellid, which creates and calculates the fields 
cellid and centicellid. 
 
For taxonomic visualization, higher taxonomy information is required to be associated with all 
records. Many times, biodiversity data have only scientific names, and fields like family, order, 
class, and phylum are missing. To add this information, the gettaxo function may be used. 
This function uses the classification function from the package taxize (Chamberlain et 
al. 2012) to retrieve higher ranks of taxonomic classification from the Encyclopedia of Life (Parr 
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et al. 2014) backbone classifications.  
 
The function datasubset can be used to extract smaller subsets of data for comparative 
analysis, or for separating unwanted data from needed data. This step could be achieved by 
passing parameters like scientific name, or minimum and maximum year, or by writing a SQL 
statement to apply complex filters. 
 
Once data are prepared for use in bdvis using the above-mentioned functions, they can be 
checked quickly using the bdsummary function. Referring to Figure 1, this function lists 
summary details like total number of records, range of dates in the data set, geographic range 
covered in the form of a bounding box, actual cells covered and taxonomic coverage. This 
function serves dual purposes: (1) validation that the data are prepared correctly for further 
exploration with the package, and (2) a summary of data gaps or richness as the case may be. 
 
Visualizations 
The function mapgrid creates a map of the data points in grid format. The data points are 
aggregated in grid cells and different colors are used to represent the density of points in 
respective grid cells. The maps may show just presence or absence of data; figure 2 illustrates 
presence-only data in the iNaturalist data set. Since iNaturalist data are contributed by citizen 
scientists, the red areas on the map are either regions where naturalists are based (e.g., North 
America and Europe) or places that they visit for excursions (e.g., East Africa). This function can 
also be used to display the number of species or number of records in each grid cell, depending 
on the ptype parameter (Figure 3 shows uses of ptype: the map in the left pane shows 
species richness, whereas the map in the right pane shows density of observations) Maps 
displayed can be global, or can be restricted by a bounding box; when using bounding boxes, 
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country names need to be specified in regions parameters to display borders.  
 
Another exploratory approach is to plot records on a web map that can be zoomed and panned. 
In the background, Open Street Map is displayed, and occurrences are shown as pins on that 
map. Clicking on a pin displays the metadata about that record (see, e.g., Figure 4 shows a map 
of all Lepidoptera records in the GBIF India dataset). This approach is useful to verify the 
geocoding of records. The function bdwebmap creates this map, and lets the user explore it 
with functions like zoom and pan. In the background, this function creates a geojson file and 
uses the leafletR (Graul 2015) package to generate this map.  
 
For temporal explorations, three functions are available. The function tempolar provides a 
polar plot of temporal data, which can be plotted using three different time scales (daily, weekly, 
monthly). The advantage of a polar plot is that the temporal continuity is maintained, in the 
sense that December connects to January, unlike the typical linear plots. This function is useful 
in biodiversity data to understand seasonality of data. The graph can be plotted with points (s), 
lines (r), or polygons (p), or a combination of these types, using the plottype parameter. 
Records can be averaged over years, rather than plotting raw values, using the avg 
parameter. Figure 5 shows a comparison of Icterus and iNaturalist data. The Icterus data, have 
a bias towards the month of May, whereas iNaturlalist data are biased towards the warmer 
months of the Northern Hemisphere, from where most of the data are posted on the site.    
 
The function chronohorogram creates another polar plot representation wherein each day is 
represented by a color dot, and each year, as a concentric ring in the plot, with 365 dots for 
each day of that year. The color of the dot summarizes the number of records on that particular 
day. The color scale is from blue to red, i.e. blue indicated few records and red indicated high 
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volume of records. This function is useful in highlighting the seasonality of the data collection or 
of the occurrence of the taxa in question. This function is also useful in identifying temporal gaps 
in data. A chronohorogram of iNaturalist data, from years 1980 to 2014, is shown in Figure 6.  
 
Another interesting temporal visualization is to plot records on a calendar, using colors to 
indicate numbers of occurrence records. This visualization is a great reference diagram by 
which to explore temporal trends over a few years of data in a diagrammatic form. Figure 7 
shows a calendar heat map of records from India over the past 5 years. Except for 2012 and 
2013, the data are quite sparse; data for 2014 may still be getting processed, but earlier years 
certainly hold gaps in temporal coverage. 
 
Among taxonomic visualizations is taxotree, which is basically a treemap representation of 
taxonomic data. In essence, treemaps display hierarchical data as a set of nested rectangles. 
The size of the rectangle typically denotes the number of records and the color of the rectangle 
indicates numbers of genera. The summary can be customized using the sum1 and sum2 
parameters. Numbers of boxes can be controlled using the n parameter to avoid clutter. Figure 
8 shows the top 30 families in the India dataset in a treemap. The darker color for family 
Orchidaceae indicates that close to 200 genera are covered in the data, though the number of 
records may not be high, as indicated by the size of the box. This result is well-justified, given 
that this family is one of the largest plant families with close to 900 genera worldwide. Note also 
the high number of genera with family unassigned, shown as dark green box in the top left 
corner. 
 
The function distrigraph helps in visualizing the data distribution in terms of species, 
records per degree cell (geographic area), and sampling effort. A frequency graph of the 
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number of records per cell gives an idea of the evenness of geographic coverage. Figure 9 
shows the distribution of records per cell in the India dataset, with records on a log scale so 
most of the cells can be seen to hold 10–100 records. A frequency graph of the number of 
records available in the dataset for each species gives an idea of the taxonomic coverage 
distribution, as illustrated in Figure 10: for most species of Icterus fewer than 50,000 records are 
present, whereas only four species have more, the highest being >400,000. The sampling effort 
graph summarizes the temporal coverage of the data: Figure 11 shows how the number of 
records in the iNaturalist dataset has increased exponentially after 2010 thanks to more and 
more people participating in citizen science initiatives. 
 
Future Plans 
Since July 2013, the package bdvis has been available on github, and users have been using 
the package. Several improvements in the aesthetics, as well as better control to the user, have 
been suggested by users: e.g., control over color selection of maps and graphs, ease of 
positioning of legend, etc. Seamless support for accessing more data sources, like Bison and 
eBird is also being requested. Support of additional parameters to add functionality, for 
functions like taxotree is also being suggested. Improved integration with packages like rgbif 
and spocc would also help users of these packages. 
 
Obtaining bdvis 
The bdvis package requires R installation (freely available from http://cran.r-project.org/), and 
can be downloaded from CRAN at: http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/bdvis/index.html. The 
package is under development, and developmental releases can be downloaded from 
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https://github.com/vijaybarve/bdvis. We welcome bug reports and feedback, including 
suggestions for features to be included in future versions. 
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Figure 1 - Output of the function bdsummary in the package bdvis 
-------- 
 Total no of records = 335  
 Date range of the records from  0010-07-07  to  2014-11-17  
 Bounding box of records  8.088306, 73.757774  -  27.491903, 96.212478  
 
 Taxonomic summary...  
 No of Families :  82  
 No of Genus :  124  
 No of Species :  217  
 
 Spatial coverage ...  
 Degree cells covered :  13  
 % degree cells covered :  2.974828  
 
-------- 
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Figure 2 – Example of a mapgrid map of presence data in iNaturalist 
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Figure 3 – Illustration of the function mapgrid to compare Icterus species richness versus 
record density across North America in the Icterus data set. 
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Figure 4 – Illustration of output bdwebmap in showing the geographic distributuion of Indian 
Lepidoptera data served by the GBIF data portal 
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Figure 5 – Temporal data coverage of Icterus and iNaturalist using function tempolar 
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Figure 6 - Chronohorogram summarizing iNaturalist records from 1980 to 2014. Year 
1980 in the center. 
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Figure 7 – Example of calendar heat map summarizing numbers of records from India in 
the GBIF mediated data store. 
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Figure 8 – Example of taxotree function output displaying number of records for top 30 families 
represented in the GBIF India data set. 
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Figure 9 – Illustration of distrigraph function output for India dataset species per cell 
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Figure 10 – Illustration of distrigraph function output for Icterus dataset records per species 
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Figure 11 – Illustration of distrigraph function output for the iNaturalist dataset accumulation of 
records from 2000-2014 
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Table 1 R functions serving PBRs  
 
Package Functions Data sources Description 
dismo 
(Hijmans et al. 
2012) 
gbif GBIF This function downloads 
species occurrence records  
rgbif 
(Chamberlain 
et al. 2014a) 
occ_search GBIF Searches for occurrence data 
on GBIF 
rvertnet 
(Chamberlain 
and Barve 
2012) 
vertoccurrence VertNet Retrieves occurrence records 
from VertNet v2 portals. 
rinat (Barve 
and Hart 
2014) 
get_inat_obs iNaturalist Retrieves observations from 
iNaturalist 
spocc 
(Chamberlain 
et al. 2014b) 
occ GBIF, VertNet, 
Bison, eBird 
Searches across multiple 
data sources and species 
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Table 2 Datasets used to illustrate the functions of bdvis 
 
Dataset Geographic 
 coverage 
Taxonomic 
Coverage 
Number of records 
iNaturalist 
(research grade) 
World All 378,432 
India India All 791,951 
Icterus  New World Single genus 925,194 
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Table 3. Summary of functions in bdvis that enable visualization of biodiversity data 
 
Function Name Description 
bdcalendarheat Calendar heat map of biodiversity data 
bdcomplete Computes completeness values for each 1° cell; currently returns Chao2 
index 
bdsummary Provides summary of data like number of records, families, genus, 
species, bounding box of locations, date range, and spatial coverage 
bdwebmap Creates interactive web page based map of records 
chronohorogram Draws a chronohorogram of records 
datasubset Subsets data for analysis in bdvis 
distrigraph Creates distribution graphs 
fixstr Fixes structure of the data frame to match the key fields to GBIF-style 
data field names 
format_bdvis Converts data to bdvis native format 
getcellid Assigns GBIF-style degree cell ids and centi-degree cell ids for each 
record 
gettaxo Retrieves higher taxonomy fields data from EOL  
mapgrid Maps the data points in grid format 
taxotree Draws a treemap based on taxonomic hierarchy of records 
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tempolar Draws a polar plot of temporal data 
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ABSTRACT 
Interest is increasing in exploring Social Networking Sites (SNS) for crowdsourcing knowledge, 
including biodiversity. Showcasing interesting biodiversity elements through photographs is 
common among naturalists, which in turn generates masses of biodiversity occurrence data on 
SNS. We explored Flickr, one of the top ten popular SNS, for birds of the world, to assess the 
potential of augmenting the largest portal to biodiversity occurrence data, i.e., the Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). GBIF provides access to ~190 x 106 bird records 
compared to ~7 x 106 that we could discover from Flickr, out of which only ~1.3 x 106 
were geotagged. However Flickr data showed potential to add to knowledge about birds 
in terms of geographic, taxonomic, and temporal dimensions, as Flickr data tend to be 
complementary to the GBIF-derived information. 
   
INTRODUCTION 
Social Networking Sites (SNS) have gained massive popularity, and are increasingly 
being used by naturalists to share interesting photographs of biodiversity elements. 
SNS focused on photographs are generally geo-aware: that is the user has ability to 
specify the location of a picture taken via coordinates or by choosing a location on a 
map. Indeed, increasing numbers of devices used to take photographs have built-in 
GPS units that record the precise location at which the image was captured. For photos 
taken without this technology, Internet-based mapping websites like Open Street Map 
and Google Earth offer improved graphical user interfaces and assist users in obtaining 
geographic coordinates easily and with greater precision. All of these components 
enable users to create primary biodiversity occurrence records out of photographs, and 
share them with others for viewing, appreciation, and comment (Deng et al. 2014, 
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Stafford et al. 2010). 
 
The idea of “communities” or “groups” on SNS is helping users to learn about 
biodiversity from others in a peer-to-peer manner. Most such communities include a 
mixture of amateur naturalists and scientists. This partnership helps naturalists obtain 
identifications for their photographs, and also acquire more information about the 
organisms they are photographing, including taxonomy, identification characters, biotic 
associations, biogeography, etc. On the other hand, scientists get to see a large number 
of interesting records of biodiversity from sites that they are not able to visit, and 
generally benefit form a much larger community of observers who may detect and 
document important records (Aravind 2013, Deng et al. 2012). 
 
As an example of this potential, the possibility of harvesting primary biodiversity data 
from SNS was demonstrated in a previous contribution using a popular photo sharing 
website, Flickr (Barve 2014). This resource was shown to be a rich store of photo-
documented, geo-tagged GPS tagged records, but assessing its full potential requires 
further exploration of its potential in terms of number of records, and coverage in terms 
of taxa, geography and seasonality.  We thus present here a case study of SNS-derived 
records of birds of the world, developed in comparison with digital records available via 
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) portal. 
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METHODS 
Data Collection 
To explore the contents of Flickr for all bird species of the world, we started with the 
checklist of birds of the world compiled and maintained by the International 
Ornithologists’ Union, formerly called the International Ornithological Committee (IOC; 
Gill and Donsker 2013). The checklist that we used was IOC version 3.5, which includes 
10,650 species. 
 
A script was developed in R (R Development Core Team 2014), to query and download 
data for all the bird species via the Flickr site (see Barve 2014 for details). The R script 
exploits the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provided by Flickr to download 
data. APIs are ‘hooks’ provided by the website to third-party developers to build 
applications that can improve website usage in innovative ways. Since the number of 
queries is substantial (> 10,000), a second script was developed to serialize data 
downloads for all species. The data were aggregated and stored in a SQLite database 
(Hipp 2014) for further analysis. At times, the data downloading script would get 
interrupted owing to data transfer losses between the client machine and Flickr website; 
this problem required a manual restart to continue the download process. 
 
As described in Barve (2014), to get complete data for each species, it was important to 
query Flickr for common names and any synonyms of scientific names of each species. 
The IOC checklist provides a set of common names for all bird species, so the same 
script and query process was repeated for common names, and data downloaded. To 
distinguish between records downloaded via the scientific name and common name 
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queries, a tag was added to each record to indicate the query type by which it was 
downloaded.  
 
For synonyms, another script was developed in R, which utilized the APIs of the 
Encyclopedia of Life (EOL) website (Parr et al. 2014). EOL provides automated access 
to nomenclatural databases like Catalogue of Life, the GBIF backbone taxonomy, 
Integrated Taxonomic Information System, etc. (Anonymous 2015). The “synonyms” 
function in the R package taxize (Chamberlain et al. 2012) was used for this task. The 
script fetched and stored all canonical synonyms for each accepted scientific name in 
the IOC list. This list of synonyms was again used to download all data from Flickr 
corresponding to these names, and “synonym” tag was appended to these records.  
 
These three datasets (i.e. records derived based on scientific names, synonyms, and 
common names) were merged to produce a complete Flickr dataset. This dataset 
included numerous duplicate records, because the same Flickr photo may often be 
tagged with both scientific and common names, and sometimes even synonyms, and 
would be returned identically in all these iterations. These duplicate records were 
eliminated to avoid inflating the number of records.  
 
For comparison, a dataset comprising all bird records was obtained from the GBIF data 
portal, consisting of ~190 x 106 records. Data fields included GBIF identifier, scientific 
name, higher taxonomy fields (kingdom, class, order, and family), date of record, 
latitude, longitude, and taxon identifier as provided by GBIF. This data set was received 
as a ~32GB text file, and was analysed using functions in R and SQLite. 
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To compare the GBIF and Flickr datasets, a first step was to separate GBIF-mediated 
records that did not match with names on the IOC list so that the two datasets would 
apply to same set of species names. The number of records remaining after this 
elimination step was ~181M. This data loss could have been avoided by investing 
efforts into resolving synonyms in GBIF-mediated data; we decided against this effort, 
since the effort would have added less than 5% additional records to the already large 
GBIF dataset. 
 
Data Preparation 
We explored the data to see how well the Flickr-derived data coverage compares to that 
of GBIF-derived data in spatial, temporal, and taxonomic dimensions. For spatial 
coverage, we generated simple gridded heatmaps. Since our analysis was at a global 
extents, we used a spatial resolution of 1° for this map. Each geocoded record in the 
Flickr dataset was assigned a grid cell identifier according to its geographic coordinates 
using the getcellid function from the R package bdvis (Barve and Otegui 2014). The 
mapgrid function of bdvis was used to create a record-level map, as well as maps of 
species richness. We compared the two datasets using maps that summarize 
representation in one, none or both of the data sets.  
 
To explore temporal coverage for completeness and biases in the dataset, we 
generated polar plots of numbers of records based on the date of observation or the 
date on which the photograph was taken. Dates needed to be in standard formats, for 
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which we used the function fixstr in the R package bdvis. The tempolar function in bdvis 
was used to generate polar plots with daily, weekly, or monthly aggregation using the 
timescale parameter. Further temporal exploration was via chronohorograms, a 
multidimensional version of polar plots, in which yearly information is added as 
concentric circles (Otegui and Ariño 2012).  
 
In terms of representation of species, to make a fair comparison of the two datasets, we 
generated subsets of GBIF data of the same size as the Flickr geocoded records dataset 
(~1.3M records). From the total pool of ~180M GBIF records, 138 mutually exclusive subsets 
were formed at random and stored. These subsets were then compared with the Flickr dataset, 
but now with sample size controlled.  
 
Initially, we compared the 139 datasets for uniqueness in terms of species present. For this 
comparison, a list of unique species was developed for each subset. These lists were then 
compared with all the remaining GBIF subsets and the Flickr set to establish how many species 
were unique to each of the subsets.  
 
A similar analysis was conducted with the rarest 25% species of the overall dataset (GBIF + 
Flickr). For this step, all occurrences were counted for all species, and the rarest 25% of species 
were stored as a rare species list. Each GBIF subset was then matched to see how many rare 
species that subset contained, and numbers were stored in a table. The same steps were 
performed for the Flickr dataset to find out how many rare species it included.   
 
The geographic coverage of each subset was tested with a similar methodology. The same 1° 
grid was used to find out how many grid cells were covered by each of the 139 GBIF subsets 
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and the Flickr data set. Then the grid cells covered by each subset that were not covered by any 
of the remaining subsets were tabulated. The process was repeated for poorly represented 25% 
of grid cells. Numbers of these least represented grid cells were tabulated.  
 
Results 
Figure 1 shows the geographic coverage of the GBIF-derived and Flickr datasets. Please note 
that the colour scale is not same for these two maps. Both datasets have good coverage in 
regions like North America, Europe, and Australia.  Direct comparisons of GBIF and Flickr data 
records in a spatial sense are shown in Figure 2. The areas in blue, particularly in Brazil, parts 
of Africa, and the Indian Subcontinent, highlight the potential of Flickr data to improve the spatial 
coverage of GBIF data: each blue pixel is a grid cell from where no GBIF-mediated records are 
present, but Flickr records are present, and this result is aggregated across all species. More 
than 1024 such Flickr-only pixels are present, as compared with 11,309 GBIF-only pixels; it 
should be borne in mind that this comparison is rather unbalanced, as the GBIF data are more 
than 139 fold more numerous than the Flickr data. 
 
In terms of seasonality of the data, GBIF and Flickr records are compared in Figure 3. The 
GBIF-mediated data show clearly a positive bias in March-May, perhaps owing to a tendency by 
observers to record migratory birds, or to increased bird activity in temperate regions in these 
months. Although the Flickr data do show a bias towards the first half of the year, they are more 
balanced in terms of seasonality. The chronohorogram (Figure 4), however, shows the GBIF 
data as fairly balanced, with steady increase in numbers of records per year. Since Flickr has a 
more recent origin than GBIF-mediated data sources, few historical data are available, but 
numbers of records increase among Flickr data over time as well. 
 
In the sample-size controlled analysis of species representation, 401 species were represented 
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only in Flickr and not in any GBIF subset. Among the GBIF subsets (Figure 5), however, >60 
subsets had no species unique to them, and >50 had just one unique species. The maximum 
number of unique species in any GBIF subset was three (Table 1). Looking at coverage of rare 
25% species, the GBIF subsets had 266-369 species (Figure 6), Flickr had 1336 species 
covered among the rare 25% of the species. 
 
Distribution of unique geographic grid cells covered by each GBIF subset (Figure 7), had a bell-
shaped distribution with slightly longer tail. The number of unique cells was between 7 and 26 in 
the GBIF subsets, whereas Flickr had 1024. Looking at the rare 25% of grid cells, the GBIF 
subsets showed bell-shaped distribution with values between 33 and 68 as compared with 1273 
such cells in Flickr (Figure 8). 
 
Discussion 
In overview, we found that Flickr data have considerable potential to augment and improve 
existing biodiversity data, when compared to GBIF, the largest aggregator of such data. Our 
results also indicate that social networking sites such as Flickr may be more effective in 
biodiversity data collection than traditional approaches (i.e. dataset-level, institutional-based 
sharing) in developing countries, where efforts towards sharing and enabling biodiversity data 
have been less effective as compared to developed countries. This point is illustrated in Figure 
2, where Flickr-only data are seen in Brazil, parts of Africa, and on the Indian subcontinent. In 
our analysis of rare species of birds, we found that Flickr had better representation of rare 
species data when compared with GBIF, probably as photos of such species were picked out 
particularly for sharing.  
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This analysis is very much scale-dependent, but we believe that the 1° resolution that we used 
is appropriate for representation of the whole world. If we move to a very fine resolution, digital 
knowledge represented in GBIF and Flickr will appear to be very sparse.  We used 1° resolution 
to be able to analyse digital knowledge at the level of the whole world, which yields more than 
64,000 grid cells. This resolution could be refined to 0.1° cells (about 10 km x 10 km) to perform 
similar analyses which might give interesting results on regional scales. 
 
GBIF-mediated data include museum specimens as well as observations from sources like 
eBird and iNaturalist, which are citizen science efforts curated by experts; hence, the quality of 
the GBIF data is expected to be better than of Flickr. Flickr data comes mostly from amateur 
naturalist and hobbyists, and are not curated systematically except via peer comments.  One 
caution we have in mind while analysing these data is that the quality of geo-tagging of the 
photographs and identifications may be dubious. This point needs much deeper exploration and 
possibly crowdsourcing to correct, since the dataset we have obtained is perhaps too large to 
be handled by a single team. Involvement of experts to verify identifications and assess the 
overall quality of records is being attempted in a separate study.  
 
More generally though, Flickr data have the potential to augment and improve the digital 
accessible knowledge of birds of the world. Flickr data improves on the temporal coverage of 
the GBIF dataset (Figure 3), being more balanced in terms of seasonality. Flickr data also offers 
some information about the rarest species and least-represented places on Earth, that GBIF-
enabled data do not. A mechanism needs to be put in place for periodic extraction and 
addition to the global store of biodiversity data. 
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Table 1.  
 GBIF min GBIF Max Flickr 
Unique species  0 3 411 
Rare 25% of species 266 369 1336 
Unique cells 7 26 1024 
Rare 25% of cells 33 68 1273 
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Figure 1. Heat maps of numbers of records of birds in GBIF and Flickr.  
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Figure 2 Comparison of GBIF and Flickr records in terms of spatial coverage.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of seasonal coverage of GBIF and Flickr data.  
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Figure 4. Chronohorogram showing seasonal and temporal coverage of GBIF and Flickr 
data over the period 1980-2014. 
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Figure 5. Numbers of species unique and rare in each of 139 GBIF data subsets. Flickr 
has 411 unique species (not shown). 
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Figure 6. Number of unique and rare cells in each of the 139 GBIF data subsets. Flickr data 
include 1024 unique and 1273 rare cells (not shown). 
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Abstract 
An ever-increasing need exists for fine-scale biodiversity occurrence records for a variety of 
research applications in biodiversity and science. Even though large aggregators like GBIF 
serve such data in large quantities, major gaps and biases exist. To address these gaps, here 
we explore social networking sites (SNS) as a rich potential source of additional biodiversity 
occurrence records. We present a case study to investigate the quantity of records existing, and 
the quality of identifications of Indian swallowtail butterflies by users on Flickr. We explored 
these data by developing a website and presenting photographs with associated metadata to 
select ButterflyIndia Yahoo Group members, to check the accuracy of the identifications 
provided on Flickr. Results were encouraging; with >93% correct identities for records of this 
family of butterflies from across India.  
 
Introduction 
Biodiversity occurrence records have been accumulated for centuries now, in recent years in 
digital format and served by aggregators such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
(GBIF) in large quantities. GBIF serves >5.2 x108 occurrence records, but major gaps and 
biases still exists in these data (Meye et al. 2015) and completeness of the data for sites and 
local communities is a concern (Sousa-Baena et al. 2014). GBIF offers reasonable 
representation of vertebrates and plants, but data records for insects comprise <8% of the total 
set of records, even though insects have many more species than any other major taxon. 
 
Interest is increasing in augmenting available species occurrence data by discovering it from 
social networking sites (SNS) (Morris et al. 2013). The advantage of acquiring such data from 
SNS is that they are vouchered with the photograph, and even peer reviewed in some sense by 
members of the SNS by way of appreciation and comments. The method of harvesting 
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occurrence data is demonstrated in Barve (2014), and its potential to augment and complement 
GBIF data in Barve & Peterson (in prep.) 
 
The swallowtail butterflies of the family Papilionidae are generally large and colourful butterflies, 
which are simple to identify for amateurs in most cases. Even though they are mainly tropical, 
they are found almost all over the world except Antarctica (Reed and Sperling 2006). 
Worldwide, about 550 species are found, and in India about 85 species have been recorded, 
some of which are rare or known from single records only. This family was chosen for this study 
in light of their attractive nature, which appeals to citizen scientists. India was selected based on 
availability of an organized community of butterfly lovers, combined with unavailability of 
substantial data served via the GBIF data portal for this family of insects. 
 
Methods 
The list of Indian swallowtail butterflies was created by referring to the website Butterflies of 
India (Kunte et al. 2015). All the butterflies from the family were listed with scientific and 
common names, and saved in a comma-separated values file. Higher classification within the 
family was obtained from the Encyclopaedia of Life (Parr et al. 2014) website through its 
Application Programmers Interface (API) in R (The R Development Core Team 2012) using a 
classification function in the package taxize (Chamberlain et al. 2012).  
 
Flickr data records were harvested using the methodology described in Barve (2014) for all 
species on the list. Records were tagged based on whether they had scientific names, common 
names, or both. Initially, data were stored in a SQLite database using the R package sqldf 
(Grothendieck 2012). For this study, data records with restrictive photo-sharing (e.g, friends and 
family only) were separated, since such photos may not be displayed on other websites. All data 
downloaded were not necessarily from India since not all the photographs were geotagged.  
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A web-based module was developed, as illustrated in Figure 1, to display the photographs to be 
verified with the metadata provided on the Flickr website. The user is presented with a menu of 
taxa from which to choose, and is requested to select the lowest-level taxon for the photograph 
that can be verified with confidence. A comment can also be left with the verification. An option 
to skip the record exists if the user wants to come back to the record with more information or 
reference material. Metadata like the title and description, user-defined tags, date taken, and 
location are also displayed. This metadata is useful at times to provide additional information 
that might aid in verifying identity. A web-link to visit the original photo page on the Flickr site is 
also provided. The user may visit the page to refer to more details, inspect related photographs, 
and check comments from other Flickr users, before verifying the identity. For early life stages 
of butterflies, this function was found particularly useful, because more photos of the same 
insect are frequently available. The common name of the species was displayed to aid citizen 
scientists in understanding the species under consideration. A link to detailed species accounts 
on the Butterflies of India website is provided as initial reference, in case the user wants to 
compare the image in question to images on the website for verification of certain characters.  
 
Users were provided with login credentials and responses were stored in the database with 
information on user name and time of data entry. Along with the response, the unique image 
identification number, the search text used for the image, and comments if any were all stored. 
Each image was presented to every user only once. To collect a maximum of data each time a 
user logged in, the image with the least number of responses were presented, so that 
responses for all images were collected in a balanced manner.  
 
For the web module, the scripts were developed in PHP, and the backend database was stored 
in a MySQL database. The module is hosted at http://diversityindia.org/snsrec/ and can be 
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accessed only by invited members. Metadata for a total of 1882 photographs were uploaded on 
the website for this study. Data uploaded were for 43 different species with number of 
photographs ranging from 1 for rare species to about 1200 for the most common species.  1106 
of the 1882 photographs were geotagged, leaving 776 not geotagged. Records containing 
scientific names as a search string totalled 1646, as compared to only 236 found with common 
names.  
 
Butterfly enthusiasts from India were contacted through personal emails, and were invited to 
pilot test the module and to provide identity verification data for the photographs. A good mix of 
scientists and seasoned citizen scientists were invited to participate, based on perceived 
reputation of the members in the ButterflyIndia Yahoo Group (Anonymous 2015).  
 
Users were requested to confirm identities to the lowest level of taxonomy with which they were 
comfortable. If they were sure that the species listed in the search and the photograph matched, 
they were to select the species; if the identity was not correct at the species level, then the user 
was to select the genus, and so on.  
 
The data were downloaded from the server using the RMySQL package (Ooms et al. 2015) in 
R. Responses were classified according to data availability classes. Based on a search using 
scientific names versus common names and geotagged versus non-geotagged, the records 
were classified in four classes. Statistics on accuracy of identification were tabulated in each of 
the four classes. A treemap (Tennekes 2014) was created using numbers of records for each 
species and percentage error in identifications. 
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Results 
At the time of this analysis, 3706 responses had been collected on the website within less than 
a month, from a total of 11 members. The overall accuracy of the identifications on Flickr for this 
family was found to be more than 93%. Comparing identification accuracies for geotagged 
images versus non-geotagged photographs accuracies were 92.9% and 93.8%, respectively 
(Figure2), which was not significant in a contingency table test (P=.0255). 
 
However, comparing between photographs retrieved based on scientific names versus common 
names, the difference was almost 11%, with accuracies of 94.7% and 83.4%, respectively 
(Figure 2). The contingency test revealed a significant interaction (P ≤0.00001): records tagged 
only with common names had triple the chance of being wrongly identified. Finally, looking 
Figure 2(e) and 2(f), dividing the data by both geotagging and search type (scientific name 
versus common name), the least accuracy was with the records which are not geotagged and 
with only common names.  
 
Assessing the distribution of identification errors across species (scientific names or common 
names, figure 3), 27 of 56 entities had no misidentifications. Of course most of the species 
without any misidentifications have very limited records, with an exception of a couple of 
species (Figure 4).  
 
Discussion 
The website for expert review of Flickr data that was developed for this project proved to be very 
useful, collecting large amounts of data (more than 3000 responses) over a short time (less than 
three weeks). Personal rapport with members of ButterflyIndia Yahoo Group was crucial to 
success of this data collection, which accumulated >3000 records in less than one month. This 
website has considerable potential for use with groups of organisms, and needs further 
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investment for improvement towards more flexibility in terms of user management, setting up 
projects for groups of organisms and facility to provide correct identifications rather than 
just marking them wrong. 
 
Early stages of butterflies were included among the Flickr photographs. At times, identifying 
eggs or larvae with certainty based on a single photograph is difficult. This task often required 
more investigation by the experts on the Flickr website, using the “Visit original Image page” link 
provided in the web interface. In many cases, the Flickr user has more images of previous and 
later stages of the insect, and the identity could be confirmed with this further information. 
 
Lower accuracy levels for records which were tagged with a common name only probably 
indicates that those records were posted by more casual users, who are either not competent 
enough to identify the butterflies or not connected to competent peers who could offer them help 
in correcting identifications. At times, these photographs are posted by naturalists interested in 
other taxa who chanced upon an interesting butterfly, and photographed and posted the image 
out of simple curiosity. 
 
Accuracy assessment according “search term” highlighted the fact that if a record had only a 
common name specified, it had a greater probability of wrong identification. This idea can be 
explored further with the case of a group of three species, the Common Mormon (Papilio 
polytes), the female of which mimics two species, the Crimson Rose (Pachliopta aristolochiae) 
and the Common Rose (P. hector). For all three species, accuracy levels for scientific name-
tagged records were higher than 95%, but common name-tagged records were 91%, 59%, and 
80% accurate, respectively. For detailed species-wise explorations, much more data in terms of 
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species as well as records will be required, which will allow us to detect species that are cryptic 
or challenging to identify.   
 
More generally, the results of this study were encouraging with greater than 93% accuracy in 
identifications attached to photographs as a rich source of biodiversity occurrence data. Of 
course, this approach will need more exploration with more species, and results for cryptic 
species will clearly be much lower. Nevertheless, this study shows that approaches that partner 
citizen naturalists with crowdsourced expertise have considerable potential, especially for taxa 
that are photographed frequently. 
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Figure 1. Web interface developed to capture expert opinions on butterfly identifications.  
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Figure 2: Percent accuracy of identifications across different classes of images. Sci = Scientific 
name, Com = Common name, and +Geo and –Geo indicate with and without geotagging, 
respectively.  
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Figure 3. Accuracy assessment of each search entity. Grey colour indicated correct 
identification and black colour indicates incorrect identification. 
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Figure 4. Treemap of search entities and percent error in identification. Size of the box indicates 
number of records and colour indicates percent error. 
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Conclusion 
The first chapter demonstrated that the Flickr website has a good amount of biodiversity 
data worthy of exploration and highlighted not only the richness of data available, but 
also the need to use common names in queries on Flickr and other Social Networking 
Sites (SNS) to complement scientific names. The large numbers of records for Snowy 
Owls under misspellings of scientific names and synonyms reflect recent taxonomic 
changes, highlighting the need to use these alternative terms in queries. About 16% of 
the butterfly records and 6% of the bird records downloaded in queries had associated 
geo-tags, making it quick and easy to map the records.  
 
In chapter three, the case study of birds of the world, we found that Flickr data have 
considerable potential to augment and improve existing biodiversity data, when 
compared to GBIF, the largest aggregator of such data. Our results also indicate that 
social networking sites such as Flickr may be more effective in biodiversity data 
collection than traditional approaches (i.e. dataset-level, institutional-based sharing) in 
developing countries, where efforts towards sharing and enabling biodiversity data have 
been less effective as compared to developed countries.  
 
We also found that Flickr had better representation of rare species data when compared 
with GBIF, probably because photos of such species were picked out, particularly for 
sharing. Better representation within the degree grid cells in terms of uniqueness as well 
as poorly represented cells illustrates the potential to cover DAK poor regions. 
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As GBIF-mediated data include museum specimens as well as observations from 
sources like eBird and iNaturalist, the quality of GBIF data is expected to be better than 
that of Flickr. Flickr data come mostly from amateur naturalists and hobbyists, and are 
not curated systematically except via peer comments.  One caution we have in mind 
while analyzing these data is that the quality of geo-tagging of the photographs and 
identifications may be dubious. This point needs much deeper exploration and possibly 
crowdsourcing to correct, since the dataset we have obtained is perhaps too large to be 
handled by a single team. Involvement of experts to verify identifications and assess the 
overall quality of records is being attempted in a separate study.  
 
More generally though, Flickr data have the potential to augment and improve the digital 
accessible knowledge of birds of the world. Flickr data improves on the temporal 
coverage of the GBIF dataset, being more balanced in terms of seasonality. Flickr data 
also offers some information about the rarest species and least-represented places on 
Earth, something that GBIF-enabled data do not provide. A mechanism needs to be put 
in place for periodic extraction and addition to the global store of biodiversity data. 
 
In the last chapter, the website for expert review of Flickr data that was developed for 
this project proved to be very useful, collecting large amounts of data over a short time. 
This website has considerable potential for use with groups of organisms, but further 
investment would be required to make this website flexible in terms of user 
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management, setting up projects for groups of organisms and facility to provide correct 
identifications rather than just marking them wrong. 
 
Lower accuracy levels for records which were tagged with only common names likely 
indicate that those records were posted by more casual users, who are either not 
competent enough to identify the butterflies or not connected to competent peers who 
could offer them help in correcting identifications. At times, these photographs are 
posted by naturalists interested in other taxa who chanced upon an interesting butterfly, 
and photographed and posted the image out of simple curiosity. 
 
More generally, the results of this study were encouraging with greater than 93% 
accuracy in identifications attached to photographs as a rich source of biodiversity 
occurrence data. Of course, this approach will need more exploration with more 
species, and results for cryptic species will clearly be much lower. Nevertheless, this 
study shows that approaches that partner citizen naturalists with crowdsourced 
expertise have considerable potential, especially for taxa that are photographed 
frequently. 
 
